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GODSLAYER®    Rise of Legends

Tournament Rules
The GODQUEST rules form the official Godslayer tournaments 

guidance that will allow players to face each other in a ruthless 
competition, striving for fame and glory and aspire as a Godquester.

Megalith Games recommends that organized Godslayer tournaments 
always use the official GODQUEST rules since they have been tested 
and verified and will allow a unified tournament experience that 
every player will be familiar with.

The GODQUEST rules cover the tournament rules for tournaments 
starting with at least 8 players and going up to 128 players.

Each GODQUEST tournament will be played using different 
scenarios for each game, and the best player will in the end be named 
Godquester - the winner of the GODQUEST tournament.

General Terms
Each player attending a GODQUEST tournament must bring his 

own gaming materials such as miniatures, profile cards and non-
permanent markers, a tape measure, dice, tokens, area of effect 
templates, as well as everything else that is required. Please note 
that the needed gaming material is mandatory to start playing at a 
tournament!

Since we would like to encourage players to paint their warbands, we 
recommend that you field fully painted warbands in a GODQUEST 
tournament. A model counts as being painted if at least one layer of 
color is applied to each of the model`s parts, and of course that means 
not simply using a monotone single color.

All models used in a GODQUEST tournament must be official 
Megalith Games miniatures from the GODSLAYER range. The usage 
of third party miniatures is not permitted! Also, the miniatures must 
be fully assembled and used with the correct base sizes.

It is not allowed to field models or units whose miniatures are not 
yet officially released/available.

Miniatures may be converted, but it should be clear that the 
conversions still shows the model`s weapon options and indicates the 
range of its weapons where a range of more than one inch is given.

Warbands
The warbands used in a tournament must follow all rules for 

building a warband as explained in the Godslayer rulebook. Each 
player may prepare up to two different army lists for a tournament but 
each list must contain a warlord of a different sub-faction.

The battle level of a warband is determined by the tournament itself 
but the official recommended GODQUEST battle level is 300 points. 
But of course tournaments are not restricted to this battle level and 
tournament organizers may naturally decide to use different battle 
levels.

A warband may never exceed the battle level of the tournament and 
may not fall under it by more than 10% of the battle level, e.g. at a 
tournament with a battle level of 300, a warband may not have less 
points than 270.

Each warband list should be written down in detail, including all 
equipped items and spells. This written list need not be shown to any 
opponent but functions as a reference and proof for conflict situations.

Godslayer - Godquest Rules
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Fair Play
Players should always be friendly and treat their opponent with 

respect. If a player feels uncomfortable with the behaviour of 
another player, he should immediately tell this player about it and 
try to suggest a solution that would make him feel better. If anyone 
discovers that a player is cheating, this should be also immediately 
mentioned and if necessary discussed with a judge.

Please note that a tournament needs to be played by clear rules and 
thus you should accept the rules exactly as they are, e.g. a charge that 
is slightly too short to reach the enemy is a failed charge, no matter 
how close it was! A tournament will only be fair and accurate if all 
players use the rules precisely as they are intended, even if this means 
that someone suffers from it. Although it might sound heartless and 
cold, there should be no room for rules tolerances.

Tournament System
GODQUEST tournaments always follow the same type of system 

used to determine a player`s next opponent and in the end, determine 
the winner.

GODQUEST tournaments are played in rounds. The number of 
rounds differs, depending on the amount of players:

Number of Players Rounds

2-8 3 rounds

9-16 4 rounds

17-32 5 rounds

33-64 6 rounds

65-128 7 rounds

The number of rounds is calculated on the basis of balancing the 
winning chances with regards to the number of players. If tournaments 
wish to change the number of rounds played, they may of course do 
so, but should refer to the above table as a reference for the actual 
minimum rounds needed to determine the true winner.

In each round, players become paired. Pairing occurs as follows:

first round
In the first round each player is randomly assigned to another 

player. This can be done by shuffling all player names and drawing 
the pairings until each player has an opponent.

If there´s an odd number of players, one player remains without 
an opponent. This player receives a bye and will need to sit out the 
current tournament round but receives a fixed amount of quest points 
as explained later.

After the first pairings have been determined, the players face their 
opponents in a defined scenario (explained later).

subsequent rounds
In subsequent rounds the pairings are based on the current quest 

points of each player and their former opponents. List all players 
sorted by their quest points. As a second sort value, use each players 
kill points.

The subsequent pairings of each new round are determined by the 
previous established players list. Each player, starting from the first, 
faces the player directly underneath him, e.g. the first one faces the 
second, the third one faces the fourth, etc.

If a player has already played against an opponent that would be 
determined this way, then take the next one on the list which has not 
yet faced that player.

In games with odd numbers, the first thing that is determined is the 
player who receives the bye. This is always the last player on the list, 
but if that player has already received a bye in that tournament, pick 
the next one in the list going from bottom to top. After the player with 
the bye has been determined, continue with the normal pairing.

determining the winner
The winner is the one at the top of the list at the end of the tournament. 

He is announced as the official Godquester of the tournament. The 
person in the second on the list is awarded second place and the third 
one gets third place.

tiebreakers
If players on the list have the same amount of quest points as another 

player, count their total kill points as well as the total quest and kill 
points of their former opponents.

The player who has earned more kill points is favored. If they are the 
same, the player whose defeated opponents have more quest points is 
favored and if those are also the same, take their kill points. If by any 
chance the players are still the same, those players share their ranking.

Earning Quest Points
During each game players earn quest points that will determine their 

ranking in the tournament list.

A player that wins a game gets 5 quest points. Players of a game 
that ends in a draw get 2 quest points each. Losers of a game get 0 
quest point. Players may earn additional quest points in a game by 
completing one of the following game objectives:

Game Objective Quest Points

Enemy warlord killed 1

Earned kill points > 75% of enemy warband 1

Lost < 25% of your warband points 1

Count the earned quest and kill  points at the end of a game and pass 
on your result to the tournament judges.

Byes
Players that received a bye do automatically receive 5 quest points 

for winning the game and an amount of kill points equal to their 
average kill points of each game they played in the tournament. 
They may not add any additional quest points for additional game 
objectives. No player may receive more than one bye per tournament!

The tournament organizer should perhaps reserve a player that 
could join the tournament to prevent an uneven number of players.

Scenarios
A tournament will allow players face each other in different 

scenarios. The GODQUEST rules provide the official tournament 
scenarios that should be used for playing Godslayer tournaments.

The scenarios that are being played at a tournament should be 
chosen by selecting any one of the scenarios from the GODQUEST 
rules for each new tournament round. Of course it is possible to play 
the same scenario more than once during a tournament.

The last scenario of a tournament should always be the “Open 
Battle Scenario” so that there are no chances of any scenario-based 
coincidences. 
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Scenario I: Open Battle

In this scenario the players face each other and fight a simple 
battle. This scenario is recommended if you are new to the 
game.

battle level
Each player uses the same battle level for an open battle.

setup
The players deploy their models using the normal 

deployment rules.

special rules
There are no special rules in this scenario.

victory conditions
The player with the most kill points wins the game.

game duration
The game lasts until the end of the 6th round or whenever all 

but one player have lost all of their models.
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Scenario II: Usurper

In this scenario all players try to gain control of a hill placed 
in the middle of the battlefield.

battle level
Each player uses the same battle level.

setup
The players may deploy their models using the normal 

deployment rules.

Place a hill with a diameter of about 6-10 inches in the 
middle of the table so that both players have an equal distance 
to it measured from their deployment zone.

special rules
For the Usurper scenario each model has a specific control 

value which is equal to its sight value. At the end of each 
round, beginning with round two, each player counts how 
many control values he has on the hill in total and the player 
with the most control values on the hill controls the hill and 
gains one control point. A model counts as being on the hill if 
its base is more than half on the hill.

Models with a sight value of 0 including knocked down or 
concealed models, as well as stationary, or fleeing models, 
do not count as having a control value and thus do not count 
towards the maximum of the controlling models on the hill!

victory conditions
The player with the most control points at the end of the 

game wins. If both players have the same amount of control 
points, this game ends in a draw.

game duration
The game lasts until the end of the 6th round or whenever all 

but one player have lost all of their models.
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Scenario III: Sacrifice for the Gods

In this scenario the players face each other and try to kill 
their enemies for the glory of their gods.

battle level
Each player uses the same battle level.

setup
The players deploy their models using the normal 

deployment rules.

special rules
Each time a player’s earned kill points exceed a multiple 

of 25% of the battle level (e.g. when the battle level is 300, 
each multiple of 75, so 75, 150, 225 etc. kill points) all of his 
models and units gain a specific gift of the gods.

Roll a D3, compare the result to the following table and 
apply the result to each model/unit of your warband:

1 = +1 MEL and MIS and MAG
2 = +1 DEF
3 = +1 ARM

This bonus lasts for the rest of the game and is cumulative. 
In addition the player gains one sacrificial token each time.

victory conditions
The player with the most sacrificial tokens at the end of the 

game wins. If both players have the same amount of sacrificial 
tokens, this game ends in a draw.

game duration
The game lasts until the end of the 6th round or whenever all 

but one player have lost all of their models.

+1 arm
+1 mel
+1 mis
+1 mag

+1 def

+1 arm
+1 mel
+1 mis
+1 mag

+1 def

tokens and templates
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Scenario IV: Celestial Vortex

In this scenario all players try to enter up to three celestial 
vortexes and drain it of Dhannic Anima, the essence of the 
dead goddess.

battle level
Each player uses the same battle level.

setup
The players deploy their models using the normal 

deployment rules. Place three 3” diameter templates placed 
with 12 inches distance to each other on the centre line of the 
table.

special rules
At the beginning of each round (also in the first round), 

before determining the starting player, move each vortex 1D6 
inches in a random direction. A vortex may never move off 
a table edge and will stop when it reaches a table edge or 
any impassable terrain object. If a model ends its standard 
activation partially or completely within a vortex, it suffers 
D6 direct damage, except for warlord and character models.

At the end of each round, beginning with round 2, each 
player gains 1 anima point for each of his warlords and/or 
characters partially or completely within a vortex, even for 
each model within the same vortex.

victory conditions
The player with the most anima points wins. If both players 

have the same amount of anima points, this game ends in a 
draw.

game duration
The game lasts until the end of the 6th round or whenever all 

but one player have lost all of their models.

tokens and templates
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Scenario V: Bridges of Death

In this scenario the players face each other on opposite sides 
of a lava rift, trying to gain control of the other side by moving 
across bridges. 

battle level
Each player uses the same battle level.

setup
The players deploy their models using the normal 

deployment rules. Place 3 bridges within 12 inches of each 
other along the centre line of the table. The bridges are placed 
lengthwise so that the center line bisects the two-inch side of 
the bridge templates.

special rules
For the Bridges of Death scenario each model has a specific 
control value which is equal to its sight value.

The three bridges each have a size of 2 x 3 inches. Since 
the center line should represent a lava rift in the ground, 
assume that the center line is 2 inches wide and counts as an 
impassable terrain feature with a sight value of 0.

At the end of each round, beginning with round two, each 
player counts how many control values in total he has on the 
opponents side of the bridge.

Models may only cross the center line of the table by moving 
over one of the three bridges. When moving over a bridge, 
a model‘s base may never be placed outside of the bridge‘s 
left and right edges. 

A model counts as being on the opponent’s side of the bridge 
if its base is completely across the bridge and no longer 
touching it.

The player with the most control values per turn gains one 
control point.

Models with a sight value of 0, including knocked down or 
concealed models, as well as stationary, or fleeing models, 
do not count as having a control value and thus do not count 
towards the maximum of the controlling models on the 
opponent’s side of the bridge!

victory conditions
The player with the most control points at the end of the 

game wins. If both players have the same amount of control 
points, this game ends in a draw.

game duration
The game lasts until the end of the 6th round or whenever all 

but one player have lost all of their models.

tokens and templates
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